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I'm Ari. Welcome to The Dailies: insights for your daily ride.  Today's reading is for March 2023 and comes from my Summer Night Oracle Lenormand deck.
I've entitled this month's reading "Emergence". Yes, it's the same name as the Full Moon working, and for good reason.  
March 5th through the 11th
Full moon is on the 7th and the energy surrounding it may be one of need, as we may be finding ourselves gravitating towards "what once was". Det Som en gang Var-"the one that used to be" has weight this week. 
Grave reversed, crossed by Direction with The Moon reversed at the root.
Grave reversed, indicating looking backwards, digging up old things, and old memories, crossed by direction with the moon reversed at the root. Moon reversed lurks in the darker aspects of emotion and thoughts. It may indicate feeling disattached, or emotionally upended. With it being at the root, this suggests that it is the reason for a recent nostalgia kick, or looking backwards.
Looking backwards isn't a bad thing. Our memories are treasures. When we need comfort, we may think of happier times. When we are at a loss, sometimes it's helpful to recollect something we used to do, to help us through.
The key of concern in this weeks reading lies in that reversed Moon card, which clearly suggests that the walk down memory lane is due to some emotional insecurity.  
This full moon is also called "full sugar moon" as it's the time when the maple sap runs easier from the trees. We all just need to thaw out and try not to dwell in the past because we feel trapped inside and have made a habit out of thinking too much, or doom-scrolling,  when we have nothing better to do.  
March 12th through the 18th
Sunflower crossed by Broom with Illumination reversed at the root.
Sunflower is our energy and ability to absorb. It's the card of the empath, the healer, and the caretaker. Broom crossing, is indicating that something may require a bit of cleanup.  Illumination reversed at the root, indicates that we may be frustrated and confused.
Being a caretaker can be challenging, but we shouldn't have to constantly be the cleanup crew. The reading suggests that our desire to keep others comfortable and safe may be causing us to feel helpless or overwhelmed. It may also indicate that we're tired of feeling the way we're feeling and are trying to figure out how to get ourselves out of the funk we are feeling. "Getting out from under" may be difficult to figure out, or just not feasible at this time, which is causing us frustration. 
Mandala coloring, and other arts and crafts may help us to get through some times of emotional or mental stress.  
March 19th through the 25th
Mao cat crossed by Witch with Ghost reversed at the root.
The Spring equinox is on the 20th, and going outside and finding a balance, has us all spidey-sensed and wanting to move.  
Mao cat is the card of instincts and alertness. Here, crossed by witch, indicates that we may be dealing with situations that are going to require us to be within our full power. Ghost in reverse denotes a lack of communication as the key situation that has us on full alert and needing to be all witchy.
Lack of communication can come in many forms, from someone not wanting to be civil, to us misinterpreting an article we read. Whatever situation has us stewing in it this week is causing us to go all hypervigilant.       
Ignore naysayers and shit-stirrers as much as possible.
New Moon is on the 21st, and lends its energy to new beginnings, deep awareness, and shedding skins.  
March 26th through the31st
Cocoa crossed by Pumpkin with Grub-Grub at the root.
Cocoa is the card of comfort. Crossed by pumpkin, with Grub-grub at the root, tells us that in order for us to "grow" in a healthy and productive way, connection with nature is required. It may be that connecting with nature, going outside and getting some fresh air and exercise is why we're feeling cocoa vibes. Spring is officially here, and those warm breezes and sunshine do wonders to releive the Winter blahs. Self care.  

Summary:
This month's reading just kind of screams "be better". It feels like patterns may need to be better looked at, and if certain things are repeating, or we feel as though we keep getting knocked down, pulled back, or dragged out, that it might be because we've been doing the bare minimum. That may not be because we *want* to do minimum, but that we've been in a situation that has influenced it. Crappy weather, cold and dampness, and being housebound can also be strong factors here.
There are a lot of cards here that in these positions, indicate mental health. 
It may be beneficial to evaluate what situation started this chain of events, and why it is causing pain. 
I think this has a lot to do with the state of transition that we all find ourselves in.
Both Sun and Moon are strong contributors here. Sun equals the vital sustaining processes of strength, health, energy and vitality. The Moon is all of the processes of the mind and emotion. 
This month, they seem to be a little out of whack. This may be because of all of the bad weather so many of us have been having over the past few weeks. If this is the case, the last week of the month seems to indicate that better weather is on the way so that we can go outside and enjoy more regular nice days.
Balance is desperately needed.
If being house-bound or desk-bound has you feeling isolated and slumpy and gross, look around at what you can do to change the vibe. Clean house, or at least the areas you find yourself rather stuck to. Make it smell good, let in as much light as possible, and break up the day by setting limits on screen time or how much time is spent in one room. 
I don't think this is more serious than just "mood", but that all depends. Sunflower crossed by broom can indicate news has been received regarding a health issue. Maybe some unfavorable blood work, or perhaps the scale isn't in favor.
Whatever it is, is something fixable. Whatever patterns may have been recently recognized, are clues as to what's required to change our enviornment into something more hospitable to our wants and needs, in order to have that much needed emotional and mental wellbeing and balance.
Full Moon on the 7th is about "emergence". The sprouts from beneath the soil begin to emerge, buds begin to bloom, insects come forth, and there is movement. Spring equinox is on the 20th, and the move towards warmer and happier experiences is on the rise. The Winter doldrums end here, and the balance and healing are more accessible here -if being shut up in the house has been a cause for any emotional and mental dislodging.
Make a plan, or a schedule or do something that requires you to "be there for yourself". A yoga class, or a craft class, or something fun and uplifting to look forward to and get the hell out of the house.
Consider the word "emergence", and what it means. "Emerge"...to comes forth, and to come together. It is also the root in the word emergency, and getting the hell out of the house and out of our heads, is pretty damn urgent this month. 
Cry at the grave. leave flowers if you must, but don't put yourself in the hole because of self-pity, lack of comfort, or loss of the familiar. 
All things grow. Seasons change. Spring forward.
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. 
The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content.
For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. 
Tune in here the first week of every month for more insights and oracle forecasts, and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on. 
Have a great month everyone.

     
   

